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Bigger, better, and broader in scope, the Big Book of Windows Hacks gives you everything you need to get the most out of your Windows Vista or XP system, including its related applications and the hardware it runs on or connects to. Whether you want to tweak Vista's Aero interface, build customized sidebar gadgets and run them from a USB key, or hack the "unhackable" screensavers, you'll find quick and ingenious ways to bend these recalcitrant operating systems to your will.
  
  The Big Book of Windows Hacks focuses on Vista, the new bad boy on Microsoft's block, with hacks and workarounds that also work for Windows XP. You can read each hack in just a few minutes, saving countless hours of searching for the right answer. The step-by-step instructions let you apply the solutions in no time. This book takes you beyond the operating system with hacks for applications like Internet Explorer 7 and Office 2007, and hardware such as the Zune, your wireless router, and the PC itself.
  
  The Big Book of Windows Hacks includes:
	Expanded tutorials, new background material, a series of "quick hacks", and informative sidebars
	Security hacks, including protection at wireless hotspots, hacking Vista file permissions and user account protection, and more
	Efficiency hacks, such as tweaking your PC hardware, troubleshooting hardware problems, and speeding up system performance
	Fun hacks, like building a custom Media Center PC or turning a PC into a digital video recorder
	"Beyond Windows" hacks for running Linux inside Vista, dual-booting Linux/Windows or XP/Vista, or emulate classic video games on your PC


In all, this remarkable book contains more than 100 hacks so that the power user in you never again needs to be at the mercy of systems and hardware run by Microsoft's omnipotent Vista and XP operating systems.     

       About the Author

Preston Gralla is the author of Windows Vista in a Nutshell, the Windows Vista Pocket Reference, and is the editor of WindowsDevCenter.com . He is also the author of "Internet Annoyances", "PC Pest Control", "Windows XP Power Hound", and "Windows XP Hacks", Second Edition, and co-author of "Windows XP Cookbook". He has written more than 30 other books. He has written for major national newspapers and magazines, including "PC Magazine", "Computerworld", the "Los Angeles Times", the "Dallas Morning News" (where he was the technology columnist), "USA Today", and several others. A well-known technology expert, Preston has also appeared on many TV and radio programs and networks, including CNN, MSNBC, and NPR. In addition, he's won a number of awards for his writing, including Best Feature in a Computer Magazine from the Computer Press Association. He lives in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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Making Sense of Data: Designing Effective VisualizationsO'Reilly, 2016

	
		You have a mound of data sitting in front of you and a suite of computation tools at your disposal. And yet, you’re stumped as to how to turn that data into insight. Which part of that data actually matters, and where is this insight hidden?

	
		If you’re a data scientist who struggles to navigate the murky space...
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250 Best Jobs Through ApprenticeshipsJIST Works, 2005
For your whole life, you’ve been hearing people tell you that education is the key to a good career. But the best-kept secret about careers is that most job skills are learned on the job. Still, young people face a chicken-and-egg problem: How do you get the job where you can learn the skills if you don’t have the skills that qualify...
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It's Not About the TechnologySpringer, 2006
This book attempts to answer the question: “What is that mindset, that particular kind of thinking, that is required of us to be successful in a high technology company and why?”

To be sure, the “high” in the high technology does not accord the company any special place in...
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Adobe InDesign CS2 Official JavaScript ReferenceAdobe Press, 2005
Do you spend too much time doing repetitive production tasks such as placing and  replacing images, correcting errors in text, cutting and pasting, and preparing  files for printing, instead of being creative? Do you use Adobe InDesign CS2 and  have a strong working knowledge of JavaScript? Then you're in luck. Since Adobe  Creative Suite 2 was...
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Low-Frequency Noise in Advanced MOS Devices (Analog Circuits and Signal Processing)Springer, 2007


	The excess noise above the well-known thermal noise and shot noise that

	shows up at low frequencies, the so-called low-frequency noise (other names

	are 1/f noise or flicker noise), has raised questions for a long time and has

	now become more important than ever. The low-frequency noise generated

	in the electronic devices is a...
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Polymorphism in Java: Methods and polymorphic algorithms applied to computer gamesIndependent Publishers Group, 2018

	The creation of polymorphic algorithms is a necessary skill for programmers who intend to write reusable code. This book stands out for teaching programming based on polymorphism. Abundant examples in Java code and illustrative graphics of the main ideas related to the topic: Polymorphism in Java. The book "Polymorphism in Java" aims...
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